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TEACHER’S GUIDE

Tjibbe Veldkamp and
Alice Hoogstad

Dragons Are Not for Sale
(Lemniscaat)
Ezzy loves animals. The boy next door,
Preston, doesn’t. He has a whole bunch of
animals, but he doesn’t take good care of
them. Ezzy wants to help the animals, and
comes up with a smart plan involving a
very special egg…
Ezzy loves animals. Everything there is to
know about animals can be found in his
Almanac of All Animals: how to take care
of them, what they eat, their favourite toys.
It has all animals in it, from A to Z.

The Almanac of All Animals
Together with the animals, Ezzy reads the Almanac of All Animals, under B, D, E, G, M, O,
P, R, and T. Look at the last page in Dragons Are Not for Sale to see how Ezzy and the
animals are reading the Almanac. Play games using the letters from the Almanac of All
Animals.

Animal Alphabet
Write all the letters of the alphabet on separate sheets or use letter-shapes and put them in a
box. Draw a letter at random and say it out loud. Who is the first to think of an animal that
starts with that letter? Imitate that animal together. Draw another letter.
Variation: come up with an adjective that starts with the same letter as the animal. For
example: angry aardvark, busy beaver, curious cat.

Blind picks
Open a newspaper or magazine and put it on the table. Take a pen, close your eyes, and
randomly put the pen somewhere on the newspaper or magazine. Which letter is the pen on?
Say the letter out loud. Who is the first to think of an animal that starts with that letter?
Variation: write categories on a sheet of paper, e.g. mammals, aquatic animals, insects, birds.
Randomly choose a letter. Try to think of an animal beginning with that letter in every
category.
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Animal Almanac
Write the words “Animal Almanac” in big letters on a sheet of paper. Give each player a sheet
of paper and a pencil or pen. Set a timer. The players try to come up with as many new words
as possible using the letters from “Animal Almanac”. They write down those words. When
the timer runs out, all words are read out and checked. Are they real words? Who has come up
with the most real words?

Animal hints
Write short animal names on post-its and stick each post-it on a child’s back. The children
walk around the living room or classroom and try to find out what animal they have on their
back. The other children help them out by miming the animal. After some time, call the
children back together and let each child tell you what animal name they think is on their
back.

Letter dance
Write a good number of letters on the ground in the playground or the pavement at home.
Play music and let the children dance around the letters. When the music stops, they find a
letter and imitate it. They can do that using their arms, legs, hands, fingers or their entire
body. Look at the letters that the children have formed, then restart the music. Continue in this
manner. After a little while, cover some of the letters with marker cones. Now, when the
music stops, some children will not be able to find a letter. They join another child on a letter
and form that letter together.
More and more letters are covered, and more and more children find themselves together on
the same letters. Can they form that letter by working together?

Letter leaping
Draw a very big book on the pavement. This is the Almanac of All Animals. Write the letters
of the alphabet in it. Make sure these are fairly big as well. Let the children stand in front of
the book and show one child a word that you have written on a slip of paper. That child then
jumps on the letters of that word, and the other children guess which word they are spelling
out with their jumps. Do the same with another word.

Letter running
Write the letters of the alphabet spread out across the playground. Name a word and let the
children run to the letters of that word. They start with the first letter and then run to the
second, and so on, spelling out the word by running.
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Letter Twister
Create a Twister grid measuring six by four letters on the playground or pavement. That’s a
total of twenty-four letters. Write the same letters on separate bits of paper and put them in a
box. Print out the body parts “butt”, “foot” and “hand” and put them in another box. The
players stand next to the Twister grid. The game leader randomly draws a letter and a body
part. The players put that body part on that letter. The game leader then puts the letter and
body part back in their boxes and randomly draws new cards. Continue until the first player
falls over.

Living letters
Do this activity with five children or groups of five children. Attach a letter to the backs of
three of the children in each group (for example using a safety pin). Two of the letters should
be consonants, and one should be a vowel. The three children with a letter stand in a row. The
two children who do not have a letter look at the letters. One child names a word that can be
formed using the letters and the other puts the letters (children) in the right order. Then, the
children switch roles. The child that formed the word now comes up with a word and the child
who came up with a word puts the letters in the right order.
Variation: one child says the word to the children with letters on their backs. The children
with letters on their backs move to stand in the right order.

Letter hunt
Write five letters and ten numbers on separate sheets of A4 paper. Hang the letters and
numbers in different places around the playground or the house, making sure to spread them
out. For each child, put a notepad and pencil in a specific spot. The children run past the
letters and numbers and try to remember the letters. They run back to their notepad and write
down the letters. If they haven’t found all the letters yet or have forgotten them, they run back
to look again. Can they find the five letters? Can they make a word out of those letters?
Tip! You can use a word from Dragons Are Not for Sale, e.g. “cages” or “mommy”.

Letter soup
Let’s make letter soup! Place a pan in the playground and put a ladle next to it. Write letters
on the ground a good distance from the pan, on opposite sides of the pan. Write the letters in a
row. Make sure there are as many letters on each side as half of the number of children in the
group. For example: there are twenty-six children. Write thirteen letters on one side of the pan
and write the same thirteen letters on the other side of the pan. Each child stands next to a
letter. Name a letter. The two children standing next to that letter run to the pan as fast as they
can. They grab the ladle and put it in the pan. The first child to do so wins a point for their
team. Name a new letter.
Tip: Let the children regularly change places (within the teams) so that they are each standing
next to a different letter.
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Catching letters
Write letters on the underside of rubber ducks using a waterproof marker. Make sure to write
both vowels and consonants. Put the ducks in a tub of water or a sink. Stand around the ducks
with the children and divide them into two groups. The first group begins. They catch three
ducks and look at the letters on the bottom. Can they form a word with them? If so, they win a
point. If not, nothing happens. The ducks are put back in the water and it is now the next
group’s turn.

Tossing letters
Announce a letter and write it on a large number of sheets of paper. Crumple the sheets up
into wads. Write different letters on a few other sheets of paper. Wad these up too. Throw all
the wads of paper into the classroom or living room. The children walk around the room, and
at your sign they pick up a wad. They open the wad and if they see the letter you announced,
they say the letter out loud. If they see a different letter, they call out: “Wrong one!” The
letters are crumpled up and tossed away again. The children walk on. Continue in this
manner.
Variation: Write down different letters. The children open a wad and come up with a word
that begins with the letter they see.

Letter duos
Write a number of letters on cards and make sure that there are two of each letter. Give each
of the children a card. They walk around with their letter and look for a child with the same
letter. When two children have found each other, they come to you and tell you which letter
they have. They then each receive a new letter and again go looking for a child with the same
letter.

Live letter memory game
Two children leave the group. The other children form pairs and each pair chooses one letter.
The two children in each pair each write that letter on a piece of paper. It is best to use paper
that is a bit thicker so you can’t see the letter through it. All the children then take up random
positions. The two children who left come back and stand in front of the group. They take
turns to name two children. The children who have been named show their letters. Are the
letters the same? If so, the child who found them scores a point and gets to name two more
children. The pair that has been found sits down. If the letters are different, it is the other
child’s turn. Continue until all pairs have been found.
Tip: let each pair write their letter using the same colour marker. That way, if different pairs
have come up with the same letter, you can tell by the colour which letters belong to the same
pair.
Tip: write the letter cards yourself. Make sure that each letter occurs twice.

Lesson suggestions written by Anke van Boxmeer and Els van Dijck
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